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Exclusive . custom . cost effective 

one of a kind art for your business



I am a fine art photographer based in Bozeman, Montana and I’d like to 
introduce you to my work and a service I offer to provide high end, exclusive, 
yet affordable art for your business space. My distinctive work has resonated 
with home and business owners across our region who have sought to 
accentuate their space with a bit of the rugged and rural West. My work has 
been on magazine covers such as Big Sky Journal and I own my own gallery 
in Virginia City, Montana. Now my work is available to businesses through 
a unique program I call “Custom Commercial.” With this program you can 
differentiate your business visually by enhancing your business space with 
distinctive, custom, and exclusive artwork that literally no one else can own.  

The following pages outline some of the benefits of my Custom Commercial 
program. My hope is that my artworks and range of offerings can help 
distinguish your business even further by making a lasting  visual impression 
on all those who visit the important space where you do business.  

Miles Glynn



Problem: - businesses are often left with two options to procure artwork: 1) use mass-
produced art or 2) search for original art. Mass-produced art can be cost effective but 
very likely lacks the special qualities that come with original art. Further, it may not 
have relevance to your business or those you do business with. Original art can be cost-
prohibitive and can consume a lot of valuable time in order to search for pieces one by 
one through a vast network of galleries or online sources. 

Now there is a third option: Custom Commercial. 

solution: - My Custom Commercial program allows you to embellish your business 
spaces with custom, exclusive, and relevant artwork which is created specifically for you 
and is owned by no one else. These photographs are created for you and will never be 
printed again, making your art truly one of a kind. Together we consult to determine the 
themes and subject matter that you’d like. I then set out to capture and create images, 
applied with my distinctive style, and you end up with outstanding artworks which truly 
speak to your brand while resonating with those you do business with. Here are some 
other upsides:

differentiate with exclusive art. 
The photographs I create for you will be printed one time and one time only. You will be 
the sole owner of each and every one-of-a-kind work of art. The art in your business will 
be seen nowhere else, giving your business a truly unique interior which your patrons 

and clients will surely appreciate. 

custom content. 
In our consultation you'll provide input on the relevant themes you'd like portrayed in 
your custom artworks. Think areas of natural beauty such as national parks and local 

landscapes. Unique portraits of your town and local landmarks. Relevant industries like 
agriculture or energy. The sky is the limit and you'll have total input.

marketing consistency. 
You also have the option to use the photographs I create in your marketing efforts to tie 
together your imagery. Online, digital, and print collateral can use these photographs to 

create visual continuity across your business. 

custom commercial



pricing. Have a budget to work with? Let me help find the right pieces for the right price. 
I hear time and again that my photographs on canvas offer great bang for the buck. As 
a Custom Commercial client you automatically receive 25% OFF my canvas retail price. 

Deeper discounts also apply based on ordering 2 or more pieces. Maximize your  budget while 
procuring highly distinguished artwork.  

custom sizing. I can produce most of my photographs in custom sizes small & large. We 
will tailor each artwork to the exact space it will hang in. 

project management. I take the hassle out of procuring artwork for your business. After 
our consultation I handle all aspects of the project such as printing, framing, shipping, etc. We 

meet - I produce images for you to choose from - artwork shows up ready to hang. 

quality.  When it comes to materials I do not cut corners. Your cost-effective pricing 
always includes archival materials used to museum standards. This means your investment is 

protected and guaranteed to last for generations. 

discount extended.  As an added perk, when ordering art for your business you and/or 
your employees have the option of ordering art for your own personal use while receiving the 

same Custom Commercial discounted pricing. 

more benefits



classic and clean look. Art on canvas has a timeless look & my photographs are no 
exception. I use the highest quality archival inks and museum-grade cotton canvas for 

excellent color rendition and image permanence. 

versatile. Canvas wraps offer a variety of design options such as: custom size, 
image wrapped or a solid color on the sides, can be displayed un-framed for a clean 
contemporary look, or framed for a classic and bold impression. These can easily be 

made into diptychs or triptychs (images broken into 2 or 3 sections). 

cost effective. My prints on canvas can be a cost effective option compared to buying 
original paintings, yet still offer the specialness of a hand-signed and numbered single 
edition piece. As a Custom Commercial client you receive outstanding pricing which is 

priced below my retail price. 

classic.  versatile.  cost effective.
Canvas



“Horse 5” | 30”x30” | Canvas



“Grand Tetons 13” | 24”x36” | Canvas



other print options include:: 

TEXTILE - Belgian linen, silk satin, and cotton twill offer a truly unique look that is 
extremely rare in fine art photography. All textile is framed. 

ACRYLIC & ALUMINUM - offers a clean and contemporary look and comes unframed. 
 

print options

Belgian Linen



“Virginia City 4” | 40”x27” | Silk Satin

silk satin



Sample pricing you would enjoy as a Custom Commercial client. 

30x45 canvas unframed: retail = $675/piece

Your price w/ 25% off = $506.25/piece

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

w/ additional 10% quantity discount for ordering 2-10 pieces (35% off) = $438.75/piece

EXAMPLE: 5 pieces = $2,193.75 (compared to $3,375 retail)

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

w/ additional 20% quantity discount for ordering 11 or more pieces (45% off) = $371.25/piece

EXAMPLE: 12 pieces = $4,455 (compared to $8,100 retail)

pricing





Contact
Miles Glynn

Bozeman, Montana

(406) 260-0031

milesglynn@gmail.com

www.milesglynn.com

#milesglynnart


